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Images from the Reld: How Directors
Wew Their Organizations, Their
Roles, and Their Jobs

iMy interest in directors' role perceptions was prompted by an incident
several years ago when I was the director of a preschool. I had just finished giving a new parent a tour of my school. While she completed her
enrollment forms, P offered to entertain her son in my office. Jonathan
inspected the photographs and plaques on my wall, surveyed the books
and hick-hacks on my shelf, and carefully eyed the stack of papers
on my desk. We then turned to me and with the unabashed candor so
characteristic of a 4-year-old said, "You must be the queen of this school."
Deciding that a Cyear-old wasn't quite ready for lecture on how "queen"
didn't exactly square with my management philosophy I simply turned
Lo Jonathan and said, "Yes, I guess a director is a lot like a queen."
Jonathan has since graduated from college, but his innocent remark
has remained etched in my memory During these intervening 20 years
k've thought a lot about how individuals view their roles and the power
that personal perceptions have in shaping one's professional identity
Different roles in any organization carry with them associated expectations; both self-expectations and the expectations of others. These role
perceptions evolve from a set of beliefs about the workplace and the status and worth of chosen careers. They also tend to reflect an individual's
experiences and preferences, culture, level of education, and personal
philosophy.
While research has been conducted on the role perceptions of administrators at the elementary and secondary educational level (Duke, 1988;
Wax & Hale, 1984),little systematic research has been conducted on how
early care and education (PICE)program directors perceive their roles. This
chapter is designed to fi11 that gap.
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A W O m ABOUT METHODOLOGY
During the past 5 years I have been collecting data from directors regarding their view of their organizations, their perception of their administrative roles, and their evaluation of their specific jobs. Some of the data
have been qualitative in nature, gathered from in-depth interviews and
reflective narrative journals. Interviews have been particularly useful for
gaining a deeper understanding of the idiosyncratic nature of directors'
career decisions. I have found that directors' narratives provide a useful
vel~iclefor probing their interpretations of the context in which they make
professioi~aldecisions. The use of narratives is premised on the belief that
practitioner-derived knowledge is both trustworthy and relevant (Schon,
1987; Smyth, 1989). As Witherell and Noddings (1991) state, "The stories
we hear and the stories we tell shape the meaning and texture of our lives
at every stage and juncture" (p. 1).
1 have also gathered quantitative data from 257 directors who have
completed the Directors' Role Perceptions Questionnaire. This quesl-ionnaire was designed to discern patterns in responses relating to role definition, job satisfaction, job commitment, role stress, and directors' growth
and change over their career cycle.
I have found metaphorical analysis to be an important technique
in this line of inquiry. A linguistic metaphor is a word picture whereby
the individual creates an image with words, combining and integrating nonlinear /imaging communication with linear /verbal communication (Kopp, 1995). Different types of metaphors include: anecdotes and
short stories aimed at achieving specific, limited goals; similes and analogies that emphasize a specific point; and artistic productions such as
drawings or models that symbolize other things (Barker, 1985).
Using a metaphor to describe the nature of metaphors, Kopp (1995)
states, "Metapl~orsare mirrors reflecting our inner images of self, life,
and others" (p. xiii). The word ~rzetnphorcomes from the Greek nzeta, meaning "above or over," and phoreilz, which means "to carry or bear from
one place to another." A metaphor carries meaning from one domain
to another. Metaphors are powerful because they engage the mind in
making translations from a literal mental language to the analogic, from
word thinking to picture thinking, from left brain to right brain thought
(takoff & Johnson, 1980).
I have found the use of metaphors to be a powerful tool in promoting
the personal and professional growth of early cl~ildhooddirectors. This
is because the metaphors directors use often carry with them implicit
natural solutions to the personal concerns they may be dealing with. As
Schon (1979) points out, metaphors provide both a perspective or frame
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(a certain way of loolting at things) and the process by which new perspectives on the world come into existence. Individuals tend to seek out
personal metaphors to highlight and make coherent their own pasts, their
present activities, and their goals for the f ~ ~ t u rThus,
e.
the metaphorical
images directors use can be a useful method for clarifying dominant issues relating to 'their personal and professional roles and for shaping their
future behavior.

HOW DPREGTBRS VIEW THEIR OWGANIMTIONS
Early childhood organizations are complex social systems. They embody
ambiguous and often paradoxical phenomena that can be understood in
many ways. The cl~allengefor early childhood directors is to make sense
of and deal with Illis complexity. Examining the metaphors that directors
use to describe their centers is one way to gain insight into the assumptions, beliefs, and personal visions they have about their organizations.
Metapl~orsform the heart of the conceptualizations people have about
what things mean and how things work. If we can help directors tap into
these understandings, a bridge can be built between vision and practice.

Metaphorical Themes
In an analysis of the organizational metaphors of 257 directors, several
themes surfaced. Caring and liilrturitzg is the theme of 22% of t % ~directors'
e
metaphors when referring to their centers. The specific metaphor most
cl~aracteristicof this category is family. One director states:
In a family each person is loved unconditionally in an emotionally
secure and stable en~vironnaent.At our center, we not only nurture
the children, we nurture one another. We celebrate every teacher's
birthday and the anniversary date of their employment. The things 1
do also communicate this spirit. I try to give Pots of hugs to the children and emotional support to the staff.
The family metaphor is not unique to early childhood educational
settings (Baker, 1991; Morgan, 1986; Schlechty & Joslin, 1984; Wincek,
1995). Other educational settings often promote mission statements that
use terminology like "family of learners" or "family atmosphere" and
are built on the core beliefs of loyalty, tnust, compassion, and a commitment to shared values. In their study of 47 elementary and secondary
scli~ools,Steinhoff and Owens (1988) found that one-third of their respon-
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Figure 4.1. Visual Representation-Caring

and Nurturing Metaphorical Theme

dents identified with the family metaphor. They state, "Not unlike a 'real'
family, food rituals appear to be a significant glue which binds these faculty members to one another and provides a major avenue for socializing,
commiserating, and bonding" (p. 5).
Other metaphors expressed by directors that fall into the category
of caring and nurturing include haven and garden. Figure 4.1 is a visual
representation of one director's metaphor that capkres this theme.
Change, growth, and surprise are important elements in a cluster of
metaphors used by 18% of directors. These directors see their centers as
ever-changing and growing organizations. Flux, transformation, change,
and growth are generally viewed in positive terms in the metaphors selected by these directors beg., clin~bimga ladder, lens coming into focus).
Even the occurrence of surprise is cast in positive terms (surprise party, a
box of chocolates). Directors whose dominant metaphors fall into this
category see their organizations as living, dynamic systems, not static or
stagnant entities. Figure 4.2 is one director's metaphorical representation
that could be classified in this category.
Making connections as a metaphorical theme characterized another
16% of directors' responses. Here the emphasis is on the relationship be-
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Figure 4 2. Visual Representatnon-Change,
Theme
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tween the parts to the whole (as in jigsaw puzzle or quilt) and working
together (as in Broadway play). Figure 4.3 is an example of a visual representation of this metaphorical category. In describing her choice oh a jigsaw puzzle, Karen elaborates:

In operating a center there are a lot of different pieces. Every piece
has a place, and it fits to make a whole. Typically the director is the
only one who sees the picture on the top of the puzzle box and is
capable of fitting those pieces togethe5 but she can't do it alone.
The celztrality of relationships is seen in the metaphors in this category.
As a management philosophy, many of these directors bdieve that sustaining positive productive relationships is at the core of effective program administration. Themes of empowerment, sesponsibiliiq to others,
interdependence, collaboration, and collegiality are basic values underlying their philosophy and practice.
In describing the leadership style of women, HePgesen (1990) uses
the metaphor of a web, with the leader in the middle connected to its
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Figure 4.3. Visual Representation-Making

Connections Metaphorical Theme

many strands. Implicit in the management philosophy of women leaders
embracing this theme is the importance of affiliation, inclusion, and
group versus individual achievement.
Webs and nets . . . suggest a complexity of relationships and the delicate
interrelatedness of all so that tension and movement in one part of the system will grow to be felt in all parts of the whole. In the complexity of a
web, no one position dominates over tlle rest. Each person-no matter how
small-has some potential for power; each is always subject to the actions
of others. (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986, p. 178)

Uniqueness and diversify are viewed as positive organizational characteristics in the metaphors of 14% of the directors. This metaphorical
theme probably reflects the general emphasis in the field on celebrating
individual differences as well as directors' heightened awareness of diversity issues in the wider culture. Lisa, the director of a community college child care center, used the metaphor of a box of gourmet cookies to
capture the essence of her center (see Figure 4.4). She states, "Each staff
member is unique in his/her own way and brings certain talents which
contribute to the entire package."

6 Fa
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Figure 4.4. Visual Representation-Uniqueness
Theme

and Diversity Metaphorical

Organizatio~zalstress, tension, and obstacles are evident in the metaphors that 12% of directors use to describe the dysfunctional elements of
their centers. Some of these relate to negative surprise (volcaa~o-you
never know when it's going to erupt); others relate ko a breakdown in
communication systems or operations (frozen pond with a crack down
the center separating staff and management). Some of the examples under this rubric capture the stress and tension that directors experience
when they encounter obstacles or roadblocks in achieving their goals.
The visual metaphoric representation depicted in Figure 4.5, for example,
expresses one director's frustration at the obstacles she has encountered
while pursuing her goal of National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) accreditation.
Activity and entertainment metaphors characterize a cluster of organizational descriptors used by 10% of directors. These metaphors exude
energy and vitality; they capture the variety and pace of activity of everyday life in programs. Circus and beehive are the most popular metaphors
used in this category. Malay of the metaphors in this category also capture
the structural elements of organizational life-people are assigned many
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Figure 4.5. Visual Wepresentation-Organizational
Obstacles Metaphorical Theme

Stress, Tension, and

different tasks and these tasks must be coordinated. Figure 4.6 is one director's visual representation of her center that conveys this activity theme.
Steadfast, resilient, and dependable are the defining characteristics of a
small group of the metaphors ehat directors use to describe their centers.
Much of the organizational management Biteralure from business and industry refers to organizations as machines, operating with efficiency and
precision (Morgan, 1986). This theme is not embraced widely by early
childhood directors. Only 5% of directors referred to the constancy and
dependability of their centers. When they did, their metaphors had a decidedly early childhood ring to them (e.g., Energizer bunny-it keeps
going and going-or a well-oiled gerbil wheel-it functions constantly).
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nate issues that need to be resolved and inconsistencies between the director's beliefs and assumptions and his or her actual behavior. The folBowing case study provides an example of this type of analysis.
Linda is the director of a Head Start program who used the metaphor family to describe her center. Upon reflection, however, she came to
realize that embracing this metaphor might actually be impeding her desire to promote professionalism among her staff. A management philosophy built around the family metaphor was promoting dependence on her
(the parent figure) rather than promoting the development of autonomous professionals-teachers who could make decisions on their own.
She also came to realize how her own role stress was tied to her internal
conceptualizations of her program and her personal belief that she had
somehow failed if a valued teacher left her center or if staff didn't get
along. In reflecting out loud, Linda says:

The Discrepanq Beween Cument and Ideal
The metaphors directors use to describe their organizations can serve
as a prism for understanding their management philosophies and their
perceptions of the culture of their centers. They can also serve to illumi-

For years, I've felt Pike a failure every time one of my teachers left
the center. 1saw each departing teacher as either a death or a divorce,
depending on the circumstances of that teacher's departure. I also
see now ehat I've taken minor disagreements among my staff (nor-
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mal sibling rivalry) way too personally. I guess, like a parent, I
wanted my children to live in total harmony
In conceptualizing a new metaphor for her ideal organization, Linda
came up with the metaphor of a Broadway play For her, the play metaphor retains the notion of trust and caring but also has elements of independence and autollomy. In creating a play production, the director deals
with a multifaceted set of tasks. Among the director's tasks are auditions,
staging, and improving the production through rehearsals. Each role in
the play has a specific set of lines, stage directions, and character development. In a larger view of the productior~company each individual has a
specific set of tasks: The actor interprets and performs a role, the set designer creates the scenery the musician adds music, and the producer
manages finances and other support for the play Each individual performs specific tasks and-as important-also has a set of relationships
with co-workers. Hopefully-as all are committed to the successful production of the play-through their working relatior~shipsthey complete
the tasks that are a part of their roles. When you add u p all these tasksand roles are successfully performed-the result is a Broadway production. Linda felt putting this metapl~orinto practice mentally and behaviorally would help her achieve the affective neutrality that she needed in
order to reduce the role stress in her life.

The sociological literature on work organizations defines role in terms of
expectations-the normative rights and duties of a role incumbent. "Role
expectations can range from required to prohibited, from specific to diffuse, and from impersonal to personal" (Lipham, 1988, p. 174). Role theory assumes that for any particular role there is a set of expected tasks
and responsibilities that lead to certain behaviors. In some settings, such
as the military role expectations are highly prescribed. In a play such as
the one described above, role definitions will depend to some extent on
the director. However, the success of the endeavor depends on each person, actors and others, working at his or her role in the relationships that
create a production. In other situations, such as many early childhood
work environments, the expectations may be loosely structured and defined by the individual's interests and preferences.
Role perception is defined as an individual's unique and private perception of his or her phenomenological world in terms of expectations,
motivation, accomplishment, relationships, psychophysical state, and time
orientation (Wax $r Hale, 1984). Every individual represents a range of
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interests, values, abilities, priorities, and expectations; and each functions
as a unique, unified combination of these characteristics. The metaphors
that directors use to describe their administrative role and their specific
jobs are illustrative becacse they provide a glimpse into the director's
inner world of expectations, concerns, hopes, and dreams.
When asked to think of a metaphor for their administrative role ("A
director is a . . ."), individuals tend to select somewhat different images
than they d o for their own specific jobs ("My job is a . . ."b. Metaphors
regarding their overall administrative role often reflect a set of idealized
expectations about their position, their beliefs about the importance of
the role, and their summary judgment about the nature of the position.
The metaphors directors use to describe their specific jobs are richly descriptive of the demands they experience every day.

As shown in the metaphor examples in Figure 4.7, the most dominant
theme that surfaces when directors refer to their administrative role is the
multifaceted nature of the position that requires the balancing of multiple
tasks and responsibilities. In my sample of 257 directors, 40% gave responses that fit into one of three related categories: balancing, multiple
tasks and responsibilities, or balancing multiple tasks and responsibilities.
The most frequently mentioned n~etaphorused was juggler.
Anyone who has chased the shadow of a director for even a brief
time will appreciate the accuracy of this metaphor. Being an effective
administrator means keeping many balls in the air-budget analysis, nutrition, nursing, fund-raising, to name a few. The Pist is long and varied.
While administering an early childhood program has never been easy,
the director's job has gotten increasingly compliex and more difficult in
recent years; the number of balls to keep u p in the air at any one time
has multiplied. Listen to Tom, a director for 20 years, as he describes the
personal relevance of the juggler metaphor to his professionaP experience.
The director needs to keep his eye on many things at once and hopefully not let too many of them drop, at Peast not the important things.
It's a daily choice which things you're going to deal with. You need
to be comfortable with the understanding that you're never going to
be able to d o everything you need to. There is simply no rest from
it-there is always something coming at you.
Metaphors that describe the leading and guiding functions of the
director's role were used by 29% of the directors. These metaphors were
more varied, however. l[ndividuals used metaphorical references both to

Figure 4.7. Metaphorical Categories thr R o l e (A director is a . . . )

N = 257

Balancing (5%)'
Seesaw--everything has to balance and little things can throw i t off
Scale--constantly balancing all aspects of the environment
Tightrope walker-balancing the demands of the parents and the staff
Multiple Tasks and Responsibilities (7%)
Actor/actress-we must create and become many roles
a
Rack full of hats-I assume different roles through the day
0

Balancing + Multiple tasks and responsibilities (28%)
e

Q

Juggler-she has to keep her eyes on many things at once and try not to let them drop
Circus clown-8 am juggling so many balls
Plate spinner-! work frantically to keep all the plates spinning
Octopus-I'm expected to do 20 things all at once

Leading and Guiding (29%)
Coach-she needs a game plan and has to choose the right team members
Quarterback-her job is to lead, but she often gets too much credit and too much
blame
Captain o f a space craft-gets input from other pcoplc in order to navigate the ship on
course
c
Orchestra conductor-knows how to achieve harmony out of different (and
sometimes competing) sounds
Lighthouse-guides teachers, parents, arid children
Nurturing and Protecting ( 15%)
Tree-she branches out to reach and supporr others
0
Umbrella-she protects and shields staff from outside forces
0
Gardener-she nurtures her seedlings by tending, caring. and I'ertilizing
Mom-she nurtures everyone but herself
Making Connections ( 8 % )
Q

leadership roles in other fields (e.g., orchestra conductor, football coach,
safari guide) as well as things that symbolize leadership attributes (e.g.,
lighthouse).
Interestingly absent from directors' metaphorical references is the
theme of exerting power and influence. Leadership is virtually always
viewed as guiding, coordinating, inspiring, and motivating; never cajoling, forcing, or imposing. The Pack of metaphors connoting power and
influence is consistent with previous research that has found that early
childhood directors (most of whom are female) have a preference for participatory, nonhierarchical management styles. Many directors even express discomfort when thinking about their role as involving a position
of authority (Culkin, 1994).
'Ptvo additional metaphorical categories-nurhring/protecting
and
making connections-merit discussion because they are central to the
field of early childhood and to feminist literature. Several scholars identify the themes of connection and caring as central to women's psychological development and learning (BePenky et al., 1986; Caffasella, 1992;
Chodorow, 1987; Gilligan, 6982; Noddimgs, 1984). Together, these two categories were mentioned by 23% of directors. These are important themes
because they provide an explanatory framework for understanding the
management philosophy of many early childhood directors as we11 as
many of the role-related stress issues that confront directors.

Q

Wheel h u k e n t r a l connection point through which other things flow
D N A double-helix strand-all the interconnected, interrelated work supports the lives
of children
Puzzle solver-putting together the pieces of an intricate puzzle
Dealing with the Unexpected (4%)
Firefighter-you never know when or where the next fire will be
e
Meteorologist-I
forecast one thing, Mother Nature delivers another
Miscellaneous (4% j
o

Percentage of responses falling into this category.

When directors are asked to use a metaphor to describe their specific
jobs, there is a clear and consistent pattern to their responses (see Figure
4.8). One-li~alfof all responses relate to pace and dealing with the unexpected. The most frequently cited metaphor combining these two elemenits is roller coaster. Karen, a seasoned director of a large nonprofit
center, describes her use of this metaphor:
The roller coaster typically has the longest line in the amusement
park. Pretend that those waiting in line have never been to an amusement park, much less been on the roller coaster. They look up and
say 'Why can't those people gel- control of that side? Why don't they
just slow it down?" How surprised they are to find out that when
they get on the ride, they can't do any better. That's why it's such a
wild ride. It is a never-ending ride up and down. With maturity you
can learn to handle the fast downs. But a director in the survival
stage is in the last car getting whipped around. You don't really get
off until you leave your program.

Images from the Field
F i g u r e 4.8. Metaphorical C a t e g o r i e s for Job (My job is a . . . ) N = 257
Pace ( 15%)
Cartoon roadrunner-I'm animated and moving last constantly
Whirlwind-I'm always spinning and twirling
Rolling stone-l don't stop long enough to gather moss
Treadmill-I'm
always running to catch up
Dealing with the Unexpected (16%)

A freeway-it goes in different directions and you make all kinds of detours
Maze-there is always a new twist or turn to deal with
Temperature-because i t has its ups and downs
Hot-air balloon-it has its ups and downs in good and bad weather
Pace + Dealing with the Unexpected (19%)

* Roller coaster-it's

fastlslow, up/down, smoothlbumpy, ludscary
White-water rafting-riding the rapids
Riding a surfboard-sometimes I ride the big wave, but mostly I just try to keep from
falling off
Caring and Nurturing ( 17%')

Q

Mother Teresa-I'm
always giving so much to so many
Gardener-I t i l l the soil, fertilize, and weed when necessary to keep the plants healthy
and growing
* Big ear-l listen, empathize, and support staff, children, and parents
ATM machine-I'm always ready to give different amounts of time, energy, care to
dilf'erent people at a moment's notice
Challenge and Problem Solving ( I I %)
Q

Climbing a mountain-the challenges are awesome, the views are breathtaking, even
though momentary
Plumber-P stop the leaks and keep the communication flowing smoothly
e
Magician-P'm supposed to make money appear out of nowhere
Slrcss (8%)
Like walking on eggshells-I'm afraid 1'11 upset certain people
Rubber band-I'm being stretched beyond my limits; I'm ready to snap
Doormat-everyone walks all over me
Making Connections ( 6 % )
e T a p e s t r y - e v e r y day it's a new stitch in creating a masterpiece
Charlotte the spider-! spin a web of connections hringing staff, parents, and children
together
Multiple Tasks and Responsibilities (3%)
Q

Like a broken mirror-my job is so fragmented
Hat rack-l wear so many hats during the day
Miscellaneous (5%)
Percentage of responses fall~nginto r h ~ scategory
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Additional metaphorical categories relating to directors' specific jobs
include caring and nurturing (17%),challenge and problem solving (11%),
stress (8%),making connections (Q%), multiple tasks and responsibilities
(3%),and rniscella~aeous(5%).

The Discrepancy Bemeen Current and %deal
When directors reflect on the subtext and personal meanings associated
with specific metaphor choices, such analysis often surfaces a discrepancy between current and ideal perceptions of their role. If directors have
expectations, for example, that they should be like a captain of a jumbo
jet or the head coach for a Super Bowl team and yet the reality of their
everyday life is more like a ferris wheel spinning out of control or a doormat that everyone walks all over, that discrepancy can lead to role stress
and feelings of inadequacy.
The in-depth interviews I conducted with directors revealed that
most experience conflicting emotions about their jobs. On the one hand,
they derive enormous satisfaction and personal rewards from serving
children and families. They appreciate the diversity of tasks, the opportunity to solve complex problems, and the chance to learn more about their
own abilities and beliefs. At the same time, however, they also experience
enormous frustration about not being able to meet everyone's needs and
not having enough time and energy to achieve their dream of operating
a smoothly functioning, crisis-free program. Metaphorical analysis can be
a useful technique for assisting directors in identifying the discrepancy
between their current and ideal situation.
Marlene, the director of a small for-profit center, is typical of many
directors with whom 1have worked over the years. She states: "My greatest satisfactio1-1is the smile on parents' faces when their children tell them
all tlae wonderful things they did during the course of the day" When
asked to describe her frustrations on the job, she pours out a Pitany of
connplaints about parents who don't comply with the center's policies,
parents who don't follow through with their commitments, and parents
who are neglectful oh their basic parenting responsibilities. Parents are
the source of her greatest satisfaction, yet also the source of her deepest
frustrations.
When asked to describe the role of the director in metaphorical
terms, Marlene used the metaphor of an orchestra conductor: "The good
conductor is 'in charge' and knows how to achieve real harmony out of
very different (and sometimes competing) sounds." This metaphor captured Marlene's idealized expectations for herself as a director-that she
should be able to achieve perfect harmony out of all the competing needs
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at her center. In sharp contrast was tlae metaphor she used to describe
her specific job: "I'm like a marionette. Everyone pulls my strings. They
can make me jump, hog, and dance, even when 1don't want to."
In discussions about role stress, a common theme expressed by many
directors is that they are expected to be all things to all people. Certainly
Marlene's metaphor about her job capfares elements of this theme. Several scholars (Belenky et al., 1986; Gilligan, 1982; Noddi~igs,1984) emphasize that a primary organizing principle for women's lives is "doing for
others." This means that women often respond to the initiatives and directives of others before attending to their own needs. Women define
themselves as moral agents in terms of their capacity to care. Thus their
sense of self-worth is often tied to how much they give to others. The
result of this orientation is that many women often put their own needs
at the bottom of the list after children, staff, and family members-even
to the point of depletion.
In my work with directors I point out some of the ways that metaphorical analysis can provide insights into how they can modify their
current situation (both their behavior and their expectations) to reduce
job-related stress. I begin with a metaphor like the one Diane, the director
of a half-day preschool program, shared with me: "I'm an ATM machineI'm always ready to give different amounts of time, energy, and care to
different people at a moment's notice."
Diane's ATM metaphor captures the essence of the caring/nurturing
role perception expressed by many directors. After sharing this metaphor
with a group of directors, I ask them to come up with creative strategies
that a director could use to reduce role stress. They are quick to offer
advice. "The ATM machine could give out smaller bills." "How about putting an 'out of order' sign up and directing people to another ATM machine." "P'd increase the service charge for using the ATM machine." "I
think the bank needs to Pet its customers know that they also need to give
deposits to the ATM machine, not only take withdrawals."
After generating a dozen or so creative ideas, we then take time as a
group to translate each of these metaphorical solutions to concrete practical strategies that directors can use to put tlae ever-pressing emotional
demands of their jobs in perspective. This kind of group exercise, 1 have
found, is a nonthreatening way for directors to deal with the real, and
often painful, decisions they need to make about modifying their exgectations and their behavior to ensure they will remain a tlzriuer in the field
of early childhood.

lmages from the Field

The evocative metaphorical images that directors use to capture the essence of their administrative experience paint a portrait of real people in
reall situations, struggling with real problems. They also provide a glimpse
into the future-the possibilities for reshaping roles, solving problems,
and redirecting energies to achieve greater personal and professional fulfillment.
In her book Cotnyosi?zg a Life, Bateson (1989) states that the act of
connposing our lives is oftentimes improvisation, "discovering the shape
of our creation along the way, rather than pursuing a vision already defined" (p. 1).Self-awareness, reflection, and self-assessment are integral
tools that facilitate this process. A fulfilling job has balance and diversity
coherence and fit. It is as much crafted as it is the result of a series of
serendipitous decisions that we come upon. Whitmyer (1994)stresses the
importance of finding meaningful work and the Buddhist tradition of
"right livelihood." We states that, "Work is no less necessary for our emotional and physical health than food or shelter" (p. 19). He believes that
reflecting on what we do, how we do it, and why we do it will help expand and enhance our ability to find meaningful work.
Understanding directors rests upon our ability to pay close attention
to the complexities of their individual lives. Because all people make their
own meanings, it is essential that we perceive what they say how they
think, how tlaey feel, and how they understand (Levine, 1989).In listening
to directors, one hears both similarities and differences. The similarities
often relate to their career stage or the context of their work situation; the
differences underscore the many ways in which d~eirexperiences impact
them uniquely. As the movement to credential directors grows, it will
be important to continue examining administrative metaphors. New and
deeper levels of training and education as well as increased clarity about
the multiplicity of roles of the director may deepen our understanding of
ECE administrators and programs. Possibly, more complex metaphors
may develop to express the administrator's ability to blend the technical,
financial, and policy roles with education, human relations and development, and caring.
Requiring directors to look inward at themselves-their fears, anxieties, and disappointments as well as those things that make them happy
or satisfied-can be uncomfortable, but as Bowman (1989) underscores,
it is essential for professional growth and development. When directors
are aware of their own strengths and weaknesses and how their expectations shape their behavior, they will be better able to ande erst and, monitor,
and modify their personal and professional interactions.
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The developmental constructs described in this c l ~ a p t e rhelp to explain c o m m o n a n d individual differences anlong directors in h o w they
view their organizations, their roles, a n d their specific jobs. Additional
research is n e e d e d , however, to help u s understand h o w changes in
growth a n d development in these various dimensions occur a s a function
of experience, education, artd specific training. This information slaould
help in the design of effective credentialing programs for directors.
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